Campus Distances

- **2.24 miles:** (Start at AgSci → Pope → Sherman → Food Sci & Tech → Ag/Engin → Gilmore → Miller Hall → Miller Annex → Campus Center → Kuykendall Hall → Krauss Annex → Kuykendall Annex → Sakamaki → Hamilton → Agric/Engin → AgSci → Magoon → AgSci)

- **2.00 miles:** (Start at Ag/Engin → Hamilton → Sakamaki → Hamilton → St. John → AgSci → Magoon → AgSci → St. John → Gilmore)

- **1.41 miles:** (Start at AgSci → Ag/Engin → Hamilton → Miller Hall → Gilmore → Maile Way Entrance Traffic Light → AgSci)

- **1.32 miles:** (Start at AgSci → Gilmore → Miller Hall → Miller Annex → Campus Center → Kuykendall Hall → Krauss Annex → Kuykendall Annex → Sakamaki → Hamilton → Agric/Engin)

- **1.24 miles:** (Start at St. John → AgSci → Magoon → AgSci → St. John)

- **1.15 miles:** (Start at Sherman Lab → Agric/Engin → Hamilton → Miller Hall → Gilmore → Maile Way Entrance Traffic Light → Gilmore → Agric/Engin → Sherman)

- **1.04 miles:** (Start at AgSci → St. John → Ag/Engin → Hamilton → Sakamaki → Back the same way)

- **1.02 miles:** (Start at AgSci → Maile Way Entrance Traffic Light → AgSci)

- **0.94 miles:** (Start at Miller Hall → Miller Annex → Campus Center → Kuykendall Hall → Krauss Annex → Kuykendall Annex → Sakamaki → Hamilton → Agric/Engin → Gilmore → Miller Hall)

- **0.55 miles:** (Start at Gilmore → Miller Hall → Hamilton → Ag/Engin → Gilmore)
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**MAP KEY:**

- AgSci Institute to Magoon Facility = 0.43 miles
- AgSci Institute to Pope Laboratory = 0.09 miles
- Pope Lab to Sherman Lab = 0.09 miles
- Sherman Lab to St. John Plant Sci Lab = 0.04 miles
- Sherman Lab to Food Science & Techn = 0.03 miles
- Food Sci & Tech to Agriculture Engineering = 0.08 miles
- AgSci Institute to St. John Plant Sci Lab = 0.19 miles
- St. John Plant Sci Lab to Gilmore = 0.09 miles
- Gilmore to Miller Hall = 0.19 miles
- Miller Hall to Miller Annex = 0.07 miles
- Miller Annex to Campus Center = 0.06 miles
- Campus Center to Kuykendall Hall = 0.07 miles
- Kuykendall Hall to Krauss Annex = 0.05 miles
- Krauss Annex to Kuykendall Annex = 0.01 miles
- Kuykendall Annex to Sakamaki Hall = 0.07 miles
- Sakamaki Hall to Hamilton Library = 0.26 miles
- Hamilton Library to Miller Hall = 0.20 miles
- Agriculture Engineering to Hamilton Lib = 0.07 miles
- AgSci Institute to Maile Way Entrance Traffic Light = 0.51 miles

*Map NOT drawn to scale*